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The first thing you will notice when calling Is-
land Getaways is the friendly voice of Nancy 
Finn. Be it the contagious personality of owner 
Nancy, or the cordial response of her husband 
and co-owner, Tom, you can sense the passion 
and how truly pleased they are to assist in ar-
ranging the perfect destination wedding & 
honeymoon for their clients.

 Nancy & Tom have 21 years combined 
experience in the travel industry and more re-
cently have successfully arranged hundreds of 
destination weddings & honeymoons. “Cus-
tomer service is the essential ingredient”, Nancy 
stated, combined with an in-depth knowledge 
of the Caribbean Islands and presenting the 
unique characteristics of each resort and what 
each resort to offer. Each & every bride & groom 
has created a vision of this special day. It’s the 
interaction of Nancy with her clients that com-
bine to form a successful relationship and make 
their wedding dreams come true. 

 Ensuring every detail for the bride & 
groom, whether it be just the 2 of you, or 20 or 
40, of your relatives and closest friends, has to 
run to perfection. “Creating a stress free wed-
ding is our main focus.” Many of my brides call 
asking “I feel like I should be doing something” 
That’s the beauty of a destination wedding “It’s 
a great feeling to have everything fall perfectly 
into place.”

 Island Getaways client base spans not just 
in Milwaukee, but also across the country. They 
are “Top Producers” for most of the major resorts 
throughout the Caribbean.

“The strength of our relationship with re-
sort owners, management, and wedding coordi-
nators sets us apart from most other agencies”

Nancy Finn
                    Island Getaways

In fact, according to Tom Finn, co-owner of Island Getaways, 
Caribbean specialists for destination weddings and honeymoons, 
1 in 10 weddings is a destination wedding.

What’s behind this trend? “Destination weddings are unique,” 
Tom begins, “They’re far less stressful and less expensive, you get an 
instant honeymoon and it’s a vacation for your guests to remember 
for a lifetime.”  

Who plans your destination wedding is just as important as 
where you plan to go. Just like planning a traditional wedding, it is 
best to look to an expert. Today, people often think that with the 
Internet they can go it alone – find a package, book it and fly it. 

“There are no guarantees unless you’ve been there,” says Tom. 
“Many couples are inexperienced travelers.  There are no guarantees 
on service.” While the saying goes “a picture is worth a thousand 
words,” today a picture could cost you thousands of dollars. That’s 
where Island Getaways comes in, we guide you from beginning 
to end. 

Working with travel expert Nancy Finn, Tom’s wife and 
partner in Island Getaways, makes all the difference when planning 
your wedding or honeymoon away. “I’ve coordinated more than 400 
destination weddings with up to 56 guests,” explains Nancy, who 
is also the top producer of destination weddings for Air Jamaica 
Vacations®. “We visit every resort we work with many times,” she 
assures. This dedication to quality and passion for travel ensures 
that when you work with Island Getaways, you are working with 
people who know where you want to go. “We are specialists in the 
Caribbean. 

We’ve been there more than 150 times,” says Nancy. When 
navigating the labyrinth of locations for your nuptials, it helps to 
have an expert at the wheel, especially when it is at no cost to you. 

“We don’t charge a fee for our services. We work with each and 
every couple and define their specific needs, we then work with 
the resort and our team there, and we let the bride just sit back and 
enjoy the ride,” Nancy explains. 

“We had never used a travel agent before and were skeptical 
because we always booked our trips online and assumed the costs 
would be higher just to have someone else book it,” says Karen, 
one of Nancy’s newlyweds. “I called Nancy just to get some 
information about St Lucia, and WOW! Nancy knew everything 
about St. Lucia – and a million other places – sent us all kinds of 
information and really walked us through every single option for 
flights, where to stay, tours, etc. And her quotes were less expensive 
than what I found online, and I received that personal touch I was 
looking for!”

For Nancy, her top priority is to make your wedding as 
stress free as possible. “We take care of it all,” says Nancy, who 
is a preferred, platinum-level (highest level) Sandals® Resorts 
specialist along with having a strong partnership with the St. Lucia 
and Jamaica Tourist Board and is a top VIP partner of Air Jamaica 
Vacations. In fact, she even has her own VIP representative located 
in the states overseeing a SMILE Team, dedicated to Island 
Getaway clients, that is on-call 24 hours a day. 

“Most of my brides call me and say, ‘Nancy I feel like I should 
be doing something.’ When ultimately, it’s all been taken care of,” 
explains Nancy. 

The Finns have their fingers on the pulse of the travel 
industry and know what is new and what is happening. With 
Island Getaways, you only stay at resorts the Finns have stayed 
at personally, giving you one-of-a-kind service.  It is this passion 
for personal service that has helped Island Getaways develop their 

reputation of excellence throughout the industry. 
“Nancy called us the night we were leaving to check in and checked on us 

during our stay. She even sent us a special gift while we were there and called us 
when we got back to see how everything was,” says Karen. 

With the average traditional wedding starting at around $29,000, you can book 
a destination wedding, or weddingmoon, at a fraction of the cost – not to mention 
the sheer beauty and adventure of jetting off to a faraway island to say your “I dos.” 
Again, working with someone who has been there can help lead you to your dream 
locale. “The location you choose is an expression of your personality and spirit,” Nancy 
explains. And it is so easy with the local landscape, the sights, the sounds and the 
colors – there is minimal need for additional décor, not that you can’t have it if you 
want it. One of the benefits of Island Getaways is that Nancy will work with you and 
the resort to arrange special catamaran cruises, private dinners, and beach parties, etc. 
She can even arrange a helicopter transfer to get you closer to your resort.

Of course, there is always the all-inclusive bonus. Splendid seaside suites and 
gourmet culinary creations greet your guests as they touch down to witness the 
beginning of your new life together. “Almost every resort we work with is all-inclusive, 
which works well when you have people traveling from all over for your wedding. 
Everyone knows what they’re getting and there’s no question or awkwardness about 
who’s picking up the tab,” says Nancy. 

So whether you choose to say “I do” on a white sand beach or surrounded by 
a lush, tropical landscape, when planning your destination wedding, go with those 
who know and those who care so your mind is free to concentrate on the important 
things – the one you love and the wind in your hair. o

You’ve dreamt about it. The white sand beaches, the surf 
washing up between your toes, a fiery sunset, and the salt 
and sand mixing with the tropical breeze as you gaze at 
the one you love and promise your life and your heart. 
The destination wedding has found a new popularity 
among couples looking for an intimate, luxurious and 
romantic wedding without the exorbitant price tag.

destination:romance island With over 100 trips to the Carribbean,
“Our expertise makes a world of difference.”  
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As a bride-to-be, you can only imagine the next 
20 years together. But recent bride, Nancy Finn, 
lived the role of wife and business partner for 23 
years before her recent nuptials to Tom Finn, the 
same man she believed she was married to all 
along. Confused? Imagine how she felt!

Twenty-three years ago, a minister married Nancy and Tom, 
even issuing the newlyweds a certificate of marriage. They lived 
happily together, built a life and travel business, Island Getaways, 
specializing in honeymoons and destination weddings. 

In August 2007, Nancy started to research social security 
benefits and learned she needed to obtain a copy of her marriage 
certificate from the courthouse. Lo and behold, officials told the 
couple there was no license on file. Tom quickly went home, got 
their copy, and brought it to the courthouse. It was then they 
learned that twenty odd years ago, the minister did not file the 
appropriate paperwork, thus their marriage was not legally bind-
ing. Uh oh!!

“We couldn’t believe it,” Tom and Nancy recall. Given the 
couple’s profession of planning destination weddings and honey-
moons, it seemed ironic yet appropriate they could now plan their 
own. After ten years and over 400 destination weddings, it was 
their turn, however unexpected. “We never imagined it would be 
us,” she says. 

They weren’t nervous about the planning though, because 
Nancy and Tom knew from years of experience with Couples Re-
sorts that they were in good hands. Timing worked in the couple’s 
favor, as they were getting ready to attend an annual celebration 
party at Couples Swept Away Resort in Negril, Jamaica. With 
only six short weeks to plan their big day, Nancy trusted the staff 
implicitly to select flowers, music, food, and manage all the other 
details. 

As it were, Tom and Nancy had already invited their closest 
friends and family to the celebration cum wedding, so the guest 
list was set. On the day of their departure, Tom, Nancy, and about 
a dozen friends arrived at Chicago’s O’Hare Airport at 4:00 in the 
morning. Upon reaching check-in, the couple realized that neither 
one had their passports. A momentary mix-up turned into an hour 
of panicked searching, while Tom and Nancy stood on the curb 
waving as their guests prepared to board.

“We were speechless,” Nancy says of imagining their guests 
going to Jamaica for their wedding without the bride and groom. 
A final search of the car revealed the passports, which slipped be-
low the console. The pair hopped a shuttle and rushed to the gate. 
There, the Air Jamaica crew and all their friends cheered when “we 
walked in at the eleventh hour,” Tom says. 

After a stressful arrival, their wedding day proved to be far 
more relaxing and romantic. Special people surrounded the couple 
at every turn including Nancy’s daughter, Aimee, as maid-of-hon-
or, their grandson, Kale, as best man. As word spread of Tom and 
Nancy’s impromptu wedding, some guests made plans to surprise 
the couple. Long time business colleagues and friends including 

I Do Again!
WRITTEN BY Angela Mihm Nigro

Nancy  & Tom Finn
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executive management and leadership of Air Jamaica Vacations 
and Couples Resorts attended, adding to the festive atmosphere, 
Nancy says. After many years in the travel industry, Nancy and 
Tom’s business contacts are among their close friends and the 
wedding was a joyous opportunity for everyone to celebrate sur-
rounded by island beauty. 

The ultimate in personal touches came when the owner of the 
Couples Resorts, Lee Issa, gave Nancy away. “I’ve always felt a fa-
therly connection with Lee. He is an important person in our lives 
and I was honored for him to give me away,” Nancy recalls. 

It was a true beach wedding as conch shells bursting with 
bright, tropical flowers lined the aisle, chairs sat on the beach, and 
the waves crashed in. As part of the ceremony, Tom and Nancy 
took colored sand and mixed it into a vase symbolizing their union. 
Following that gesture, each guest walked up, congratulated the 
couple and dropped a seashell into the vase as a memento. The vase 
sits sealed with the sand, shells, and happy memories of that day. 

Standing on the beach, gorgeous sunset behind them, Tom 
and Nancy Finn looked at each other, still “madly in love” and said, 
“I do” for a second time. With twenty-three years of commitment, 
love, and partnership as man and wife behind them, they said it 
with a full appreciation for one another. The only question remain-
ing is which anniversary will they celebrate? o 

 ...conch shells bursting with 

Bright Tropical
Flowers lined the aisle,
 chairs sat on the beach, and waves crashed in. 

It used to be only those with unlimited budgets could have a 
dream wedding, complete with an exotic setting. Now, with 
the rising costs and complications of having a wedding at 
home, sixteen percent of all wedding couples are choosing a 
destination wedding and honeymoon to celebrate their big 
moment for a unparalleled experience.

Couples turn to travel agents for assistance in planning 
and customizing a honeymoon/wedding.  Funjet Vacations 
destination events are the perfect opportunity for travel 
agents to showcase their expertise and help the bride 
and groom-to-be create a unique story to last a lifetime, 
including explaining the best reasons to book a destination 
honeymoon/wedding, such as:

––
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It's your time together.
It's your escape together. 

Funjet Vacations will make your
honeymoon or destination wedding

a truly unforgettable experience.

To create your amazing story
visit Island Getaways

www.myislandgetaways.com
Local (262) 781-1748

Toll Free (800) 592-7178

AN UNFORGETTABLE
HONEYMOON OR
DESTINATION WEDDING
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funjet vacations 1. Packages offer couples an opportunity to relax and
enjoy time together. Instead of sweating the details, 
coordination is left in the able hands of travel agents.

2. It’s a mini-vacation for everyone involved! Guests of
the happy couple will enjoy celebrating the couple’s
union, while enjoying their exotic escape.  

3. Destination weddings are often less expensive than 
traditional weddings. 

4. Destinations offer a unique way for couples to 
benchmark the beginning of two lives bonding.
What better way to start off a lifetime of memoires
than with the bang of an exotic destination. 

5. Getting away allows celebrating couples to
personalize their experience.

Remember, memories are the best souvenirs – work with a travel agent to create the ultimate romantic destination experience! 
Contact Island Getaways at www.myislandgetaways.com, (262) 781-1748 or toll free (800) 592-7178 to talk to an expert travel agent.
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At Couples Resorts, we offer the perfect setting for you to live out your dream – free of
worry and hassle – at any one of our four remarkable resorts. Customize your wedding
with the expertise of one of our wedding planners. Or spend your honeymoon with us,
and enjoy free inclusions like couples massages. The choices are as endless as your
imagination. And as unique as your love.

O C H O  R I O S           S A N S  S O U C I           S W E P T  A W A Y           N E G R I L

800.592.7178 • myislandgetaways.com

Your dream. Our dedication.

Vail Mag - FP  12/14/07  3:15 PM  Page 1

Perfect. Passionate. Priceless. Your love is all of this and more. At 
Couples Resorts, we know how magical and meaningful your wed-
ding is to you. And we offer the perfect setting for you to live out 
your dreams – free of worry or hassle, at any one of our four luxu-
rious resorts. Or simply celebrate your honeymoon in the setting 
and style of your choice. 

Endless activities. Incomparable amenities. Whether you 
choose Couples Resorts for a wedding, honeymoon or everyday 
escape, you’ll encounter an array of indulgences at your fingertips. 
No matter what it is you’re looking for, you’ll always discover a 
reason to come to Couples again and again.

four romantic resorts
Rich with architectural style and ambiance, Couples Ocho Rios 
captures the essence of old world Jamaican charm.  At Jamaica’s 
original all-inclusive, couples-only resort, scenes of natural beauty 
intermingle with exquisitely appointed rooms providing guests 
with a relaxing and romantic experience.  The resort also offers its 
own au natural private island, Tower Isle, just off the shore of the 
resort’s sandy beach.  With gourmet dining options, impeccable 
service and a staff that knows your name, Couples Ocho Rios is an 
intimate option for the seasoned traveler.

Couples Swept Away offers the intimacy of a private villa and 
the romantic ambiance of a tropical hideaway.  An idyllic setting 
that is both inviting and invigorating, the resort offers a 10-acre 
sport and fitness complex, seven miles of soft white sand beach, 
Caribbean-style verandah suites with crisp white linens and natu-
ral wood furnishings and an opportunity to escape from the world. 
Couples’ most private, peaceful resort offers everything you need 
to unwind, from yoga lessons to fine dining at our gourmet res-
taurant. 

Couples Negril is recognized for its stylish, chic and eclectic 
atmosphere.  High energy and at the same time a laid back escape, 
this award winning resort is consistently ranked among the best in 
Jamaica and the Caribbean. Swim up to the pool bar for an after-
noon cocktail or soak up the rays while listening to the calming lull 
of the ocean.  Defined by imaginative, artistic features Couples Ne-
gril is 18 acres of all-inclusive luxury, personality and pleasure. All 
expertly carved into the captivating landscape of Negril, Jamaica.

Tropical elegance awaits you at the luxurious Couples Sans 
Souci, nestled near bustling Ocho Rios, Jamaica. Sans Souci 
emerges majestically from the cliffs of Jamaica’s emerald moun-
tains. Here, stone pathways tumble past tropical greenery to  
breathtaking vistas of opal sand beaches and the azure Caribbean 
Sea. A kaleidoscope of pastels, exotic birds, winding walkways and 
natural mineral springs complement this truly elegant resort. Un-
paralleled spa treatments, renowned cuisine, first-class service and 
rich ambience make this all-inclusive resort the ultimate setting 
for a romantic getaway. o

For more information, connect with us at www.couples.com.

Couples
 Resorts
Awash in romance and enveloped in intimacy, Couples 
Resorts offers refined all-inclusive experience for couples 
of all ages. At each of Couples’ four remarkable resorts, 
you’ll encounter unlimited options, endless activities and 
incomparable amenities. Whether it’s the Old World 
charm of Couples Ocho Rios, the Caribbean elegance 
of Couples Sans Souci, the private paradise of Couples 
Swept Away or the cool chic of Couples Negril, you’ll 
discover the perfect setting to rediscover one another.
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For bookings contact Island Getaways: 262 781 1748 
Email: honeymoons@wi.rr.com or  Website: www.myislandgetaways.com

For more information on St Lucia call 1 800 456 3984 or
email: stluciatourism@aol.com

St.Lucia
simply beautiful
www.stlucia.org

Voted Leading Honeymoon Destination 2006 & 2007

Oprah Winfrey has declared that the Piton Mountains of St. 
Lucia are one of the five places you must see in your lifetime. And 
who can argue with Oprah? Verdant rainforests, sprawling banana 
plantations, majestic mountains and a tapestry of white, black and 
golden sand beaches, the consummation of centuries of volcanic 
activity, the island of St. Lucia is the perfect place for the couple 
searching for the storybook Caribbean wedding. Voted the World 
Travel Awards 2002, 2003, 2004 “World’s Best Weddings and 
Honeymoon Destination,” St. Lucia is fast becoming one of the 
most popular wedding destinations in the world. 

“It’s truly the Hawaii of the Caribbean,” says Nancy Finn, co-
owner of Island Getaways, specialists in destination weddings and 
honeymoons. “We have personally visited the entire island over 24 
times, working with the St. Lucia Tourist Board and have stayed at 
the majority of the resorts.” With over 100 beaches blanketing the 
island along with hidden coves, sparkling reefs and awe-inspiring 
sunsets, picking the locale for your intimate, oceanside wedding is 
a virtual tropical breeze. While growing in popularity Finn says St. 
Lucia “remains an untouched island.” 

With most island resorts offering wedding packages and on-
site coordinators, planning a destination wedding can be a rather 
stress-free event; especially if you work with travel specialists who 

have been there, specialists like Island Getaways. “We’ve met and 
worked with the wedding coordinators at the different resorts and 
have established great relationships with all of them. It’s helped 
us to get the personalized information we need for our clients. 
The resorts know us and know our clients when they arrive,” says 
Finn. 

Whether it’s just you and your groom or you, or your man 
and 40 of your closest friends and family, you will love celebrating 
your union while surrounded by rain forests filled with jasmine 
and hibiscus. Partnering with Island Getaways, the resorts of St. 
Lucia specialize in providing the perfect island getaway, not only 
for the happy couple, but for everyone sharing in the special day. 
Everything from hotel accommodations, passports and marriage 
licenses to the flowers and cake can be arranged by Island Getaways 
and the on-site coordinator, leaving you free to dance barefoot 
in the sand. After the enchanted exchange, the new Mister and 
Mrs. can venture off to the natural wonders of the Mineral Baths, 
shower in the waters of Diamond Falls or stroll hand-in-hand 
through the labyrinth of the Botanical Gardens. All while your 
guests explore jagged coastlines, shop the open markets and take 
in the local culture. Specializing in St. Lucia, Finn has no problem 
declaring that, “It’s truly an island paradise.” 

st. lucia

For more information, visit www.myislandgetaways.com

“When booking in the Caribbean, we won’t work with anyone 
else,” says Nancy Finn co-owner of Island Getaways. Superior 
knowledge and top-of-the-line VIP concierge service are just two 
of the reasons Air Jamaica Vacations (AJV) is called “The Finest 
Vacation Service in the World.” 

When planning your destination wedding or honeymoon, 
it’s the little things that can get overlooked. Working with a travel 
expert like Finn, will insure that you will have the ultimate wedding 
and honeymoon experience with the greatest of ease. “We have a 
VIP representative on the island at all times and we are in constant 
contact,” explains Finn, who is a top producer for AJV.  In fact 
AJV, has its own SMILE Team on the island and the SMILE staff 
works with Finn to insure that every guest has the supreme island 
endeavor. “They know when my clients come and when they go and 
are available 24-hours a day. If a flight is delayed, we’re all on it. 

Only 200 miles from the Florida coast, a Caribbean wedding 
and honemoon through AJV is an ideal choice. “It’s only a three 
and a half hour flight from the Midwest,” explains Tom Finn, co-
owner of Island Getaways.  “In most cases we have you on the 
beach by noon.”  And let’s not forget what you’ll find once you 
land, crystal-blue waters, a color palette of beaches, waterfalls and 
mangrove trees.  

It’s a one-stop-shop for a couple looking for the paramount 
wedding paradise. All you’ll need is sunscreen and each other. Island 
Getaways and Air Jamaica Vacations will take care of the rest. 

air jamaica vacations

For more information, visit www.myislandgetaways.com

“In most cases we have you 
on the beach by noon.”

And let’s not forget what 
you’ll find once you land, 

crystal-blue waters, a color 
palette of beaches, water-
falls and mangrove trees.  
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Thinking about a tropical honeymoon or destination wedding? 
Then you’ve probably thought about Sandals. Have you really 
explored what a Sandals getaway can truly offer? Comprised of 16 
resorts nestled on some of the most extraordinary beaches in all 
the Caribbean, Sandals has been voted the World’s Travel Awards 
“World’s Best” for 12 years in a row. 

These all-inclusive resorts offer everything a couple needs 
for the perfect island getaway. Whether you choose Jamaica, St. 
Lucia, the Bahamas or Antigua, We’ve 
stayed at each location many, many 
times and feel very confident in sending 
our clients to any one of these resorts.” 
explains Nancy Finn co-owner of Island 
Getaways.  In fact, the professionals 
at Island Getaways will work with the 
Sandals team to insure that the only thing 
you have to worry about is whether or not 
to go barefoot on your wedding day. With 
Sandals, all-inclusive packages are just 
that, all-inclusive—from unlimited meals 
and premium drinks, tips and gratuity, 
gourmet dining, a variety of land and 
water sports, world-class entertainment 
to luxury hotel accommodations.

The basic Sandals wedding package 
includes a wedding consultant, an exotic, 
picture-perfect wedding location, the 
wedding license and all other required 
documentation, the wedding officiant, 
wedding cake, candlelight dinner for the 
bride and groom, a champagne and hors 
d’oueveurs reception, with a 7 night or 
more stay. It doesn’t end there. Sandals have 
recently partnered with wedding planner to 
the stars, Preston Bailey to offer four new 
exclusive and exciting wedding packages 
in addition to the basic Sandals wedding. 
Now you can have a designer destination 
wedding at a fraction of the cost.  Nancy 
will work with you and your Sandals 
wedding consultant to create the perfect 
island wedding at no additional charge. 

While the 12 Sandals resorts are 
couples only establishments, 4 Beaches 
Resorts cater to families, singles, and 
couples.  You can enjoy spending time 
with your guests; yet have the ability to 
retire to your own private hilltop suite 
or plantation villa. And that’s only the 
beginning. A personal dressing assistant, 
a sunset rehearsal dinner, and a private 
canapé cruise…these are just some of the 
extras Sandals and Island Getaways can 
offer for your wedding day. 

weddingmoon with sandals
Mayan Ruins, sugar-white beaches, Crayola-colored coral reefs, 
lush jungles, freshwater inlets, called 

Cenotes, and miles and miles of crystal clear waters spanning 
the Yucatan Peninsula make Riviera Maya in the Mexican 
Caribbean, the place for your tropical wedding escape. And 
according to Nancy and Tom Finn of Island Getaways, Karisma 
Hotels & Resorts is the ultimate in luxury and location.

“We’ve visited over 24 resorts all over the Riviera Maya and 

simply fell in love with the Karisma properties,” says Nancy Finn, 
“In fact, we’ve found them to be, truly, the best chain of resorts on 
the Riviera Maya area.” Karisma is unparalleled in its opulence 
from gourmet menus to secluded, seaside suites. “Karisma is a 
smaller setting, very private, very intimate,” says Finn; whether 
you choose to stay at the Mi Hotelito, El Dorado Seaside Suites, 
named on Forbes annual list of most romantic hotels, or the new 
AZUL Blue Hotel & Spa, opening in November 2006. Not to 

mention the ever popular casita suites of 
the El Dorado Royale with its private 
swim up suites and luxurious outdoor 
showers; a favorite fantasy escape among 
newlyweds.

 And it helps to work with someone 
who knows. Nancy Finn and Island 
Getaways works hand-in-hand with 
Karisma’s on-site wedding coordinators 
to arrange everything from your 
documentation and wedding officiant to 
breakfast in bed the morning after. All 
wedding packages also include a wedding 
cake for two, champagne, flowers, 
destination decorations and dinner 
reservations for the entire wedding 
party at one of Karisma’s award-winning 
gourmet restaurants. And gourmet it is, 
one of the things that sets Karisma above 
the rest is its dedication to quality and 
passion for perfection, especially when it 
comes to cuisine. “The food is above and 
beyond any other resort we’ve been to,” 
says Tom Finn. In fact, Karisma Hotels & 
Resorts “set out to create a new standard 
for all-inclusive cuisine; something we 
unofficially call Gourmet Inclusive.”  So 
whether you have a wedding of four or 
40, you and your guests will revel in the 
magnetism and charm, the true charisma, 
of the Karisma Hotels & Resorts.

karisma hotels & resorts

honeymoonthe luxury included ™honeymoon

J A M A I C A      A N T I G U A      S T .  L U C I A      B A H A M A S

®

Luxury Included H O N E Y M O O NT H E
™

Golf not available at all resorts. *Spa service additional.

262-781-1748
honeymoons@wi.rr.com

If marriages are made in heaven, then honeymooning at Sandals is like heaven on earth – because 
no other resorts in the world are so completely dedicated to two people in love. Every possible land 
and water sport – even scuba diving and golf  – is included for your enjoyment. Great chefs from 
around the world prepare scintillating menus for your dining pleasure. And best of all, everything 
is included so you need only think of each other. You can even choose a lavish suite with an obliging 
personal butler. And for the ultimate in pampering, step into a Red Lane® Spa,* exclusively at 
Sandals. You only have one honeymoon, so choose Sandals because happily ever after begins here.

SAN 23632 Full Pg Bridal_ec.indd   1 1/23/08   4:06:32 PM

Gourmet Inclusive Reason #8: 
Beachfront Wedding Chapel

Just one of the 100 reasons why Condé Nast Traveler readers 
selected us as one of the top 100 resorts in the world.

El Dorado Royale awarded "Hotel of the Year" by 
TUI Travel PLC, the largest travel company in the world.

EL DORADO ROYALE is one of the first
Gourmet Inclusive AAA Four Diamond
Resorts in Mexico and was recently named
one of the top 100 Hotels in the world by
readers of Conde Nast Traveler.

EL DORADO SEASIDE SUITES is a
luxuriously laid-back hotel which was
recently named by Forbes.com one of the
most romantic resorts in the world.

EL DORADO MAROMA is located on
famed Maroma Beach, which was named
one of the top ten beaches in the world.

(262) 781-1748 or
(800) 592-7178
myislandgetaways.com
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For more information on planning a Sandals getaway,
visit www.myislandgetaways.com

Contact Island Getaways at
www.myislandgetaways.com
for more information.

“Cenotes, and miles 
and miles of crystal clear 

waters spanning the Yucatan 
Peninsula make Riviera 
Maya in the Mexican 

Caribbean, the place for your 
tropical wedding escape.”


